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comment

A

t the EENA 112
conference in Latvia
this November,
Patrick Lagadec took a
satirical approach in his
keynote presentation.
The CRJ Advisory Panel Member
discussed the Covid-19 pandemic
from the perspective of the virus itself,
drawing parallels with other crises. He
analysed the virus’s strategy in which
its ‘special forces unit’ repeatedly
expressed gleeful amazement at
how humanity is facilitating Covid19’s deadly mission at every step.
Why do we so often make it easy
for disasters to take hold and cause
such tragic tolls? One reason, posits
Gill Kernick on p68, is that: “Many
of our top-down, bureaucratic
and mechanistic ways of thinking,
grounded in mythical cause and effect
narratives… are becoming redundant.”
Feedback in the session I moderated
at the European Forum for Disaster Risk
Reduction has also stuck with me. One
participant noted: “We need to know
our citizens better.” Another highlighted
the continued weakness in approaching
disaster at a cross-sectoral level.
This is the very raison d’être of the
CRJ – to encourage knowledge sharing
and action between disciplines; the
articles on p38 and 62 exemplify good
practice in applying transfer of expertise.
And on p74, Stefan Flothmann
discusses how to change the mindsets of
disaster-afflicted communities to ensure
better recovery and resilience. The
psychosocial phases he discusses are
equally evident in nations, businesses,
emergency responders and individuals;
in other words, across most of humanity.
Today, many seem to be gripped by the
‘disillusionment’ phase, ground down by
the painful, drawn-out pandemic crisis.
This theme continues in Jennifer
Hesterman’s guest-edited focus on the
USA (p78), an unflinching snapshot
of issues in fire and rescue services,
police and emergency management.
A recurring concern – among other
issues – is the public loss of trust.
We must rectify this. Solutions are
there, but political posturing, geopolitical
jostling, opportunism, protectionism and
empire building are endemic. If we don’t
change, we are all simply facilitators:
collaborators with, and enablers of
our common enemy – disaster.
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Learning lessons to
shape future responses
Why do we seem reluctant to learn lessons and apply them – particularly when
responding to crisis, emergency and disaster? Jeannie Barr explores

A

s resilience professionals,
members of the Emergency
Planning Society ( EPS)
are regularly at the centre
of responding to major
incidents that they have often planned
and exercised for, usually based on
learning from other similar incidents.
Throughout the incidents, emergency
planners continue to gather data and
learning, and apply it to an evolving
response. Why is it that such valuable lessons
are often not considered or applied further
down the line? Is it because change and
changing the way we do things, especially
during a crisis, is frightening or a hard
habit to break? Are cultures too ingrained
and embedded within organisations
to allow for meaningful change?
Learning from major incidents should
be embedded into everything we do so
that it is transformed into day-to-day
practice and becomes part of our muscle
memory of preparing to respond to recover.
Once this learning is identified, how is it
shared and what do we do to ensure it is
understood, accepted and embedded?

Lost learning

This year’s EPS annual conference looked
at what becomes of the ‘lost’ learning
and why we struggle to transform lessons
identified into learning. It examined three
key words – acceptance, change and
transformation – exploring how crises
could be a chance to improve and develop.
It’s an important time to be considering
these questions. The UK Government
recently closed its consultation on the
development of the National Resilience
Strategy Call for Evidence. The EPS
consulted its members on this and provided
a detailed response. It focused heavily
on the combined learning and expertise
that are available across the resilience
profession and why considering those lessons
is vital when shaping the new strategy.

“Learn from
yesterday, live for
today, hope for
tomorrow. The
important thing
is not to stop
questioning.”
Professor Albert Einstein

Sjlubisa | Adobe Stock

The EPS calls on the government to
utilise the expertise of its membership to codevelop frameworks and benchmarking tools
to reflect the reality that organisations fi nd
themselves in and that are fit for purpose.
It also highlighted the well documented
failure to learn from past incidents and
raised concerns that the section of the
proposed strategy covering prevention,
mitigation and recovery does not
make explicit reference to learning.
The EPS suggests that this is an
oversight and that having a consistent,
legislated and national approach would
be a significant development in bringing
about the culture change required to make
learning lessons more commonplace.
Lessons from Covid will be significant
in everything we do going forward.
They include: The concept that selfcare is not self-indulgence; more people
are recognising it’s acceptable to tell
someone if they are struggling and to
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seek help; loneliness can damage health
more than suspected previously; and
that family and relationships matter.
Covid-19 demonstrated that response
plans must be flexible and scalable. No
incident will ever follow the same pattern
and it is impossible to predict exactly
what will occur or who it will affect.
Covid should teach us never to
underestimate or forget the huge cost –
emotionally, physically, mentally and
fi nancially – during and following an
emergency and that learning lessons
requires changes, not only to processes and
procedures, but to individuals’ behaviour
and attitudes.
■
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